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The Three Commandments in Academia - Excel in:
- Research or Scholarly Activities
- Teaching
- Service/Outreach

Match-making - academic style 😊
- Find an academic institution that matches your priority!!
- Learn about the priorities of your institution
- Learn about the Tenure & Promotion expectations and beyond at your institution
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- Research or Scholarly Activities
  - be open to *new* or *related* areas of research
  - seek collaborative or interdisciplinary research: (colleagues and students)
  - seek a senior faculty mentor
  - research fundings: *locally*, *public*, or *private* sources
  - *specialized* funding to support research by underrepresented groups in mathematical sciences
  - be aware of available opportunities: *single semester leave*, *sabbatical*, *reduce teaching loads*, *summer research fellowship*, etc.
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- **Teaching**
  - make full use of teaching-related resources from *Faculty Teaching Centers* or related offices
  - seek a senior faculty mentor or a *teaching-buddy*
  - *good* teaching is an evolving process - it takes time
  - incorporate any recent results from an area into the related course you are teaching
  - motivate and challenge your students

- **Service/Outreach**
  - be smart in choosing what to do
  - will being on a committee help? will being a reviewer for this journal help?
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